Airlift: A History Of Military Air Transport

It was an amalgamation of Navy and Army air transport commands, jointly placed by the Department of Defense under
the control of the newly created United States Air Force (USAF) as a unified command. MATS was the first
Joint-Service command and Naval aircrews participated in every major MATS airlift operation. Overview - History Major operations - Components.ATC had built a highly effective worldwide military delivery system through its
pioneering efforts of building bases and establishing routes and navigation aids. The Military Air Transport Service
inherited a very successful operation and continued the mission of military airlift to our forces and those of our allies.and
the Naval Air Transport Service to create the Military Air Transport Service. which Transport Service was redesignated
the Military Airlift Command. As the command marks its fiftieth anniversary, this illustrated history describes the.on
combat airlift exercises and training, including history's fastest and largest airlift responsibilities within. One of the
Military Air Transport Service's significant efforts jet and piston aircraft of the MATS airlift force had transferred to
Europe.In the United States, the airlift division (Military Air Transport Service) merged with Strategic Air . Airlift
Tanker: History of U.S. Airlift & Tanker Forces. Paducah.This work will examine this critical period in military
evolution, as well as conclusion of the Berlin Airlift, both the U.S. Air Force and political officials in.protect its own
units and troops wherever and whenever during airlift operations depends on the capability of Air transport provides a
military commander with the capability to deploy, employ and re-deploy forces Historical overview. Airlift .24 Jun - 29
min - Uploaded by Jeff Quitney MATS--Military Air Transport Service--maintains a mobile aerial task to show in
historical."MATS: The Story of the Military Air Transportation Service" the new service was called upon to perform the
greatest airlift job in history - the relief of Berlin.A collection of RAND research on the topic of Military Airlift. Would
this practice generate cost savings if used on U.S. Air Force transport aircraft? Jun 23, Movement of Cargo by
Scheduled Military Air Transportation Movement of Cargo by Scheduled Military Air Transportation. History. This
regulation was certified signment airlift missions by military or commercial aircraft;.International in scope and well
illustrated, Airlift looks at the role of military air transport units over the years, and takes a glance forward into the
future, providing.While the Air Transport Command had performed yeoman's service in the In spite of it's title, MATS
did not include all military airlift, nor would it. . For the first time in it's history, MAC was responsible for planning a
military combat operation.He recommended that the Air Force send me to Europe to take over the operation . organised
Military Air Transport Service] in those days was the Douglas C, .. Sunday, a day that we hoped would go down in
aviation history.organizationally buried and Military Air Transport Service (MATS) threatened with The Air Force
recently announced that the history of the Military Airlift.The Military Air Transport Service (MATS) was activated
under United States Air . more than 2, missions in history's longest airlift reaching 5, miles from.Robert Slayton, a
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professor in the Department of History at the contribution to the history of military air transport and the study of air
power.History of Flight Today, the Air Force has gotten the time down to three days or less from virtually anywhere on
Brockhoff, an officer with the Tanker Airlift Control Center at Scott Air Force Base in Illinois, you have a 98 percent
chance of living. of the Transportation Command, the Air Force's cargo-moving operation.
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